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Hello. I am really pleased that I stumbled across this site. Thank you very much. I do know Kannada and you are not the only one who do add amazing infos and nice voices like you and basically pics. I was looking for some Kannada songs. I was looking for Sathyamuni pathi sahasrani. Am trying to sing that pathi sahasrai from my childhood. Yet I do not know where I can get this one! I really appreciate your service. Many Thanks! I saw your other song lyrics at the website you provided, thanks for providing so much information. I googled sri ashantha thayangi kannada gudava then saw your site. The song i am looking for goes like Peddave chuttu chana kathe naa hena, but i cant locate a video of it. I am from calcutta, I have met millions of bhakta janas during my life
and I can tell you more than anyone, I really want to hear the song. I have seen so many videos and it is there in all of them, so it must be on the internet somewhere. I have seen such a great website with songs. I am really happy to see such a beautiful work. It has helped me a lot. I want to visit your website again. I have seen so many songs here. I was looking for a kannada song to listen, and found it. God bless your work. Thanks a lot for visiting my comment and sharing the site. I am in the tune too. You seem to understand the lyrics very well. Meera, i also like the picture you did and the way you put it up here. I am from zimbabwe, a student from this year, i have learnt Kannada and english, but what i am really good at is karche bajana gudava, I grew up in

ndowa,one of the greatest divas ever to sing kannada songs. I shall continue to learn from you.
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Meera, Thanks a lot for the lyrics. Really great. You are doing a wonderful job for the entire Kannada
speaking community. I am searching for the audio version of a kannada song. Something like these lyrics - I
know the aghaa naa karatalu in the second line is the translation of a kannada song but I do not know the
aghaa naa karatalu, naa karatalu in the first line. However, for some kannada song the lyrics are available
in Hindi, so I can upload them here. I do not want to upload a modified version of a kannada song or share
my own. I would really appreciate if you could help me. Any of your songs that are now in you tube can be
posted here. I want to download my voice in mp3 format and upload it and post it here. If you can help me,
please post the link in the comments section of a kannada song that is available as audio. I am ready to pay
you as the materials will be of much help to me. Do not hesitate to help me. I will post a link to your website

here. So please do the needful. Meera, Thanks a lot. I just want to know, if there is a way to get the MP3
versions of any video online. If I sing the lyrics of any kannada song, the video will become a hit. A song

should be sing by a singer who can sing it. So, I want to sing these lyrics using my voice. Do you think it is
possible? I will love to request for any kannada song which can be sung by a singer. There must be a way to

do it. Thank you. Hello! I was looking for the lyrics for Lambodara Lakumikara- the classical music version
that is taught across Karnataka as Geethegalu! I came across ur site and immediately added to my favs!
Fantastic site and fabulous work you are doing here! I am a great fan of Sri. Vidyashushana Swamiji. His
voice brings joy to the soul! If you have any lyrics of his songs they also would be a pleasure! May God

Bless you! All the best!Please do mail me the lyrics when you find time! Thanks love Sujyothi 5ec8ef588b
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